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Recibir is frequently used with certain nouns as in recibir un préstamo (to get a loan), recibir una respuesta (to get a response), recibir un e-mail (to get an email), and recibir un trasplante (to get a transplant). Here are some of the most common with possible translations: Get across: Hacerle entender algo for getting someone to understand
something; cruzar de un lado a otro for going from one side to another. "Get" is one of those English verbs that is notoriously difficult to translate. (He got sad because he went to the refrigerator to look for his bottle of water and it was empty.)Mi decisión se debió sencillamente a que me fastidié de depender de la nicotina. FluentU takes a different
approach to traditional language lessons by giving you access to a series of real-world videos, such as movie trailers, music videos and news broadcasts, in the language you’re looking to learn. Get dirty: Ensuciarse or mancharse when referring to physical filth; hacer trampa for cheating at a game. (My decision came about simply because I got
annoyed at depending on nicotine.)En ocasiones me exaspero. (We got you the best price for your new car.) If "get" carries with it the ideas of obtaining and bringing, the verb traer can often be used: Tráeme dos galletas, por favor. 20 Alicia and I are getting married. Photo Courtesy: FluentU/YouTube In many ways, Babbel is similar to Duolingo,
except that it requires a monthly subscription fee. No llegaron a ver la luz del día. Get out: Irse or salir for leaving; bajarse for getting out of a vehicle; levantarse for getting out of bed; sacar for removing an object or sacarse for removing oneself. Among its other strengths is that Duolingo presents you with quizzes in a variety of formats. Whether
you’re planning to travel to a Spanish-speaking country, want to communicate better with a native-speaker neighbor or simply want to broaden your language horizons, it would be great if you could go all-in and learn some Spanish for free. Get off: Bajarse for getting off a vehicle such as a bus; irse for leaving; escaparse for avoiding punishment. And
you can: A program called Duolingo has made it possible to do exactly that. Llegó a casa a las cinco. Get better: Mejorar. Gana cien pesos por hora. Unlike simply learning a new language from a book, you get to hear native speakers use the words you’re learning, but in conversational or other formats. (They are designing a boat that gets its energy
from the waves.)El gobierno canadiense consiguió voto de confianza. Get married: Usually casarse. That said, Duolingo is constantly working to keep its courses growing. While both use similar techniques to teach users their language of choice, Babbel doesn’t include any ads and has a less gamified format than Duolingo. El 20 de septiembre nos
casamos Alicia y yo. Get down: Usually bajar or bajarse. How Does It Compare to Competitors? (I'm going to get the degree I've always wanted.)Diseñan un barco que obtiene su energía de las olas. If you’re looking to build a strong foundation for learning a language or want to boost your basic vocabulary, this app is a great tool. While programs like
Rosetta Stone and Open English are still great ways to learn new languages from the comfort of home, these and other courses that teach you the fundamentals of Spanish may not be the most budget-friendly options for you. The idea of "you'll get over it" can be expressed by "ya te se pasará" or "no te importará." Get started: Comenzar or empezar.
This also helps reinforce your learning in both visual and auditory ways. In a study from Michigan State University, participants spent a college semester’s worth of time studying Turkish, and then they took the regular exam for the in-person Turkish 101 class. It’s also worth checking out Duolingo’s YouTube channel, where you’ll find things like Duo
Songs that feature native speakers singing songs in their own languages. While part of its appeal is that it’s free to use, Duolingo isn’t without competitors when it comes to the effectiveness of its teaching, either. Learn more about the program, including how — and why — it works, before you try it out for yourself. It has a wide variety of meanings
and is also used in quite a few idioms. Photo Courtesy: Virojt Changyencham/Moment/Getty Images Ever find yourself looking up easy-to-learn Spanish words out of curiosity? Get worse: Empeorar. Before Duolingo, language software tended to be on the pricier side. While all the participants learned more vocabulary words from the app than they
knew at the beginning, “nobody was able to use the language very communicatively.” Photo Courtesy: Duolingo/YouTube One great thing about Duolingo, though, is how interactive it is. Get to business: Ir al grano. Not only will it introduce you to new words as your skills grow, but you’ll see newer words worked into sentences with words you learned
in previous lessons to help transition you to progressively more difficult words and concepts. Photo Courtesy: Duolingo/YouTube Duolingo has built its programs up over time, so some of the courses are further developed and more comprehensive than others. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Your success with the courses (and what you
might ultimately decide to choose) also depends on what your native language is, as many of the earlier courses were designed for native English or Spanish speakers. Duolingo does make it easy to learn Spanish and other words. Each of them needs to be looked at individually to determine how best to say it in Spanish. Either of them are typically
followed by an infinitive. Get on: Subir a or montarse for getting on a vehicle or horse; seguir or continuar for continuing an activity; hacerse viejo for getting on in years; progresar for progressing. (They got to watch an action film from Hong Kong.) Either entender or comprender can usually be used for "to understand." The verbs are usually
interchangeable, although entender is more common in most areas. It is also possible to use the verb ponerse to indicate a change in emotions. For some quizzes, you’ll match each Spanish word with its English counterpart, while in others the program says the word and asks you to repeat it back into your device’s microphone. After downloading this
app on your smartphone or logging on to the Duolingo website after creating an account, you can start learning Spanish for free in minutes. While Duolingo helps you learn by using recordings of native speakers and feedback in the form of audio quizzes, Busuu is designed to make learning more social. Among them: enfadarse (to get angry). As you
learn new skills, you’ll be able to get feedback from other users around the world who already speak the language you’re learning. Get around: Circular or difundirse for news or gossip; evitar, solventar or sortear for getting around an obstacle or problem; convencer or persuadir for getting around a person. Me puse feliz al leer su mensaje. Get to (do
something): "To have the opportunity to" is "tener la oportunidad de (hacer algo)." Get up: To arise is levantarse. Look into user opinions about courses that have the structure you prefer. Depending on your end goals, Duolingo can really work. (Get me two cookies, please. Once you’ve mastered the lesson, you’ll begin to earn “crowns” that unlock
more advanced levels. On Sept. It is common in English to say that a person gets angry, gets sad, gets happy, and so on. Many of those phrases have particular verbs to express the thought in Spanish. Which Language Courses Are Best? entristecerse (to get sad), alegrarse (to get happy), preocuparse (to get worried), and confundirse (to get
confused). (They didn't get to see daylight.)Llegué a estudiar a Santiago en 1982. Get in: Entrar when meaning "to enter." Get into: Entrar when meaning "to enter"; subir a when referring to a vehicle; adquirir el hábito for getting into a habit; empezar a disfrutar for getting into an activity; hacer cola for getting into a line; meterse en for getting into
a career. If you find yourself stuck, there’s a built-in language dictionary you can use to reveal what any given word in a sentence means. Get dressed: Vestirse. The English verb "get" has a long list of meanings, so it there are many verbs that can be used to translate it into Spanish.Many phrases using "get" cannot be translated word for word into
Spanish.One of the most common meanings of "get" is "obtain," which can often be translated using obtener or conseguir. Get back: Volver for returning; retirarse or apartarse for retreating. Programs like Babbel, Busuu and FluentU might also appeal to you. Once you create a free account and select the new language you want to learn, Duolingo
gets you started on a “learning tree” that contains different lessons featuring specific categories. …And Does Duolingo Really Work? To get down on one's knees is ponerse de rodillas. Verbs with similar meanings include despertarse for getting out of bed and ponerse de pie for standing up. Common Spanish verbs meaning "get" in the sense of
obtaining include obtener (conjugated in the same way as tener) and conseguir (conjugated in the same way as seguir): Voy a obtener la licenciatura que siempre quise. Want to pick up another language aside from Spanish? (I got to study in Santiago in 1982.)Consiguieron mirar una película de la acción de Hong Kong. If you’re looking for a more
immersive experience to hear more examples of a language in action, Duolingo also offers stories and podcasts in several different languages. No lo entiendo/comprendo. (I don't get it.)No entiende/comprende por qué no le preguntó por su número de teléfono. (He got home at 5.)No llegaré a la oficina. (I will not get to the office.) The English verb
"get" is part of many phrases — many of them phrasal verbs — that can't be translated word for word into Spanish. "To get along with someone" is "llevarse bien con alguien." Get around: Salir a menudo when meaning "to get from place to place." Get ahead: Tener éxito or abrirse camino for getting ahead in life; tomar la delantera for getting ahead
of someone. Get away: Escaparse for escaping; irse or salir for leaving; salir impune or irse de rositas for avoiding responsibility. Get by: Arreglárselas or apañárselas for managing to do something; pasar for passing a person or thing. Everything from English for Romanian speakers to Navajo for English speakers is in the works, and if you don’t see
more courses to take right now, it’s possible that you’ll find the languages you’re looking for on Duolingo in the future. While it does require a monthly subscription, it’s an interesting concept and might be something to look into, especially after you’ve learned the basics of your new language or if you’re looking for something that feels more
immersive. But what exactly makes this educational tool so effective? Busuu is another paid subscription program that’s gaining popularity. Visit its Incubator page to find out if there’s currently a course in development that you can help contribute to and to see what’s coming soon. (I got happy when I read your message.)Se puso triste porque fue a
la nevera a buscar mi botella de agua y estaba vacía. (He doesn't get why she never asked him for his telephone number.) Ganar can usually be used in the sense of "get" when it means "earn" whether referring to money or something less tangible such as a victory. Say you’ve decided to learn Spanish. (Sometimes I get impatient.) Among the verb
choices when "get" is used to refer to the meeting of a goal are llegar a and conseguir. Get over: Recobrarse or recuperarse for getting over an illness. (She gets 100 pesos per hour.)El ejército mexicano finalmente ganó la victoria más increíble de la historia militar. (The Mexican army finally got the most incredible victory in military history.) Llegar
can be used to speak of getting to a location. (The Canadian government got a vote of confidence.)Te conseguimos el mejor precio para tu coche nuevo. Spanish, French and English have the benefit of offering podcasts, while Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, French and German offer stories. How Does Duolingo Work? Get in trouble: Meterse en
problemas or meterse en un lío. Photo Courtesy: Duolingo/YouTube The Duolingo approach combines pictures, audio and printed words to help your mind form multiple connections between the images, sounds and spellings of each word you learn. Get bigger: Crecer. No matter what your particular learning style is, Duolingo makes it easy to begin
mastering a new language because of the ways it engages your different senses. During the first few lessons, you’ll start out by mastering easy-to-learn Spanish words in categories such as days of the week, greetings and colors. Get along: Marcharse or irse when meaning to go away; progresar when meaning "to progress"; funcionar when meaning
"to function" or "to work" in that sense. However, it’s not going to make you fluent in a language — the app simply doesn’t provide enough opportunities to learn deeper syntax or practice having realistic conversations. Here are some of the most common meanings of "get" and ways that you can say them in Spanish.
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